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Abstract—Among the emerging trends in Human-Robot Interaction, some of the most frequently used paradigms of interaction involve the use of Tangible User Interfaces. This is especially true also in the field of robotic gaming and, more specifically, in application domains in which commercial off-the-shelf robots and projected Mixed Reality (MR) technology are combined together. The popularity of such interfaces, also in other domains of Human-Machine Interaction, has led to an abundance in the number of gestures that can be used to perform tangible action using these interfaces. However, there are not sufficient pieces of evidence on how these different modalities can impact the user experience, in particular when interacting with a robot in a “phygital play” environment. By moving from this consideration, this paper reports on the efforts that are ongoing with the aim to investigate the impact of diverse gesture sets (which can be performed with the same physical prop) on the perception of interaction with the robotic system. It also presents preliminary insights obtained, which could be exploited to orient further research about the use of such interfaces for interaction in MR-based robotic gaming and related scenarios.

Index Terms—Human-Robot Interaction, tangible interfaces, phygital play, game design, Mixed Reality, robotic game, user experience.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In the form of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products, robots are getting more and more common at the consumer level. Service robots (vacuum cleaners, lawn mowers, etc.) and toy robots, in particular, are undoubtedly the most popular [1]. While technology is reaching maturity and the economic importance of the sector is growing, industry and academy are dedicating significant efforts in improving Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) [2] with the aim to raise acceptance of this technology and foster adoption at the consumer level.

One of the emerging trends regarding social robotics and HRI is their application to gaming. The dualistic physical and digital nature of robots disclosed interesting paradigms of interaction that were subject to numerous investigations. In this respect, a noteworthy HRI paradigm is reflected by the emerging category of so-called Physically Interactive Robotic Games (PIRGs) [3], which promote the role of robots as rational agents that may interact with players in a physical (and safe) way. PIRGs are a component of a more broader kind of gaming that was introduced in [4] and referred to as “phygital play”: the key idea is that the digital pieces of information mediated throughout physical elements, robots included, should lead users to a more immersive and intense experience. The most straightforward and typical approach to this paradigm is based on the exploitation of Mixed Reality (MR) environments created by “augmenting” the physical world with digital contents. These environments are frequently implemented using spatial Augmented Reality (AR) [5], as proved by the amount of investigations conducted in this direction [4]–[14].

Due to the nature of the Phygital Robotic Games (PRG), many studies have considered leveraging Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) to satisfy the requirements of such HRI paradigm [15]. A possible definition of TUI was given in [16] as utilizing physical representation and manipulation of digital data, offering interactive couplings of physical artefacts with computationally mediated digital information. Albeit TUIs, their variations and specializations (like graspable user interfaces [17]) were investigated by a plethora of studies in the last decade, their application in the field of PRGs can be summarized in three categories of investigations. The first category regards the usage of the robot itself as a TUI [18], in such a way that the robot is employed as a sort of active controller for direct manipulation of game-related data. The second category is about using TUIs that are entangled to digital elements which belong to the same space of interaction of the robot [12], [19]. Lastly the third category includes the usage of TUIs as a proxy to control the robot [20]. However, it can be debated whether this last category can be regarded as an actual implementation of a TUI, since no direct manipulation of representative digital contents is involved in the interaction.

Furthermore, plenty of studies were carried out to investigate the size and shape of TUIs [21], [22], as well as how a user can effectively manipulate them [23]. Notwithstanding, the large majority of these probes compare a single interaction modality w.r.t. traditional ones, as in [24]. A fairly significant amount of studies tackled the domain of gestures detection with various equipment, including smartphones, like in [25]. Smartphones, in particular, are often used a form of TUI, but the gestures that can be used are limited to touch or mid-air ones.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no study was performed to analyze the impact of different gestures associated with the same TUI, and how this setup can affect the HRI in a PRG. To cope with this unsolved point, the purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of different manipulation
interactions associated with the same TUI in a MR-based PRG.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In an attempt to make the findings derived from this study directly applicable to the consumer level, it was decided to use for the investigation a COTS toy robot. More specifically the Anki Cosmo\(^1\) robot was selected among others, due to its popularity, because it has a strong emotional connotation \([14]\) and, more importantly, because it is bundled with a set of interactive physical props shaped as cubes (Fig. 1) that can be easily exploited as TUIs. The cubes can also give feedback in the form of colors. Further technical details about Cosmo will be given in Section II-B.

A. Game Design and Implemented Variants

As said, the aim of this work is to investigate whether different tangible interactions methods can influence the game experience in a PRG, and whether the user’s perception about the robot is influenced as well. To this aim, a new PRG named TangiPong was designed and implemented.

The game was inspired by two classic games, *Pong* and *Simon Says*. As in the classic *Pong* game, two players control a paddle (one each) by moving it across one side of a rectangular play area in the attempt to hit a ball and score a point. Points are earned when one player fails to return the ball to the other. In *TangiPong*, the paddles are the game “data” associated with a tangible element (a Cozmo’s cube), and each player can control its own paddle by physically moving the TUI on the play surface. The play surface was arranged as a tabletop area where the virtual elements are projected from above. The virtual projected elements are: the ball, the playground boundaries, the scores, and some visual feedback (e.g., ball explosion, etc.). It is worth noting that the virtual counterpart of paddles is not projected, both to reinforce the perception of the entanglement between data and props and to force the players to hit the ball by keeping the TUI close to the play surface.

The base mechanics were fused with the ones of *Simon Says*. In particular, each time a player wants to hit the ball, it has to perform the task by previously setting a specific color to its cube (Action 1). The color to set is part of a sequence that is defined for both the players before each round starts. Available colors are red, blue and green. The sequence will be consumed by both players in alternation. For instance, if the given sequence is Red-Blue-..., Player A should hit the ball setting the cube to Red, Player B to Blue, and so forth. At the beginning of each round, the ball has random chances to go to either Player A or Player B, thus forcing both players to remember the entire sequence of colors and not just the odd (even) ones. A round is over when a player scores a point by sending the ball on the other player end zone (the other player loses a life), when a player hits the ball with the wrong color (that player loses a life), or when both the players consumed correctly all the ball exchanges using the correct sequence of colors. In the first two cases, the round is repeated with the same sequence; in the latter case, a new round is started extending the sequence by two additional colors. The game ends when one of the two players loses all the three lives available. The robot fulfills the role of referee similarly to [26]. Hence, it is responsible for providing main feedback to players regarding the reasons of the round conclusion \([14]\), and to inform them about the colors sequence. The sequence is provided by the robot by voice synthesis: no additional visual feedback is provided thus catalyzing the attention of the player on the robot without distractions. The robot usually stays at the border of the play surface, in the middle of the longest side of the rectangular area. If a player is not able to recall the correct current color, it has the faculty to ask the robot for help by interacting with the TUI (Action 2): the robot will inform the player about the correct color to set. Each player can ask for a maximum of four hints, which can be spent without constraints (even all in the same round).

This game behavior was then declined in three variants, illustrated in Fig. 2. Video footage of the three variants are available for download\(^2\). Variants differs in the specific set of gestures associated to Action 1 and Action 2. In addition, the robot hint provisioning is declined coherently with the associated gesture set as reported below.

- **Place.** Into an area external to the playground but still inside the play surface, four boxes are provided respectively for the three colors and the hint request. Action 1 consists in placing the TUI in the correct color box. Action 2 consists in placing the TUI in the hint box. The robot will provide the hint by moving aside the correct color box and speaking the color loud.

- **Tap.** Into an area external to the playground but still inside the play surface, two images representing the TUI cubes are provided respectively for the two players. Action 1

---

\(^1\)Anki Cosmo: https://anki.com/en-us/cozmo.html

\(^2\)Video footage of the game variants: http://tiny.cc/vmxcaz
consists in one-tapping on the TUI while it is not moving. Action 2 consists in double-tapping on the TUI while it is not moving. The time discriminator between the two actions was set to a threshold of 0.25 seconds. The robot, which is standing between the two projected cubes, will provide the hint by rotating towards the cube that matches the player who asked for the hint, tapping on it by using the lifter and by speaking the color loud. When the lifter hits the ground, the color of the virtual cube changes accordingly.

- **Mid-air.** The player has to perform the two actions in mid-air and then put the TUI back to the ground to use it in its normal paddle mode. The idea behind Action 1 is to simulate a knob rotation: hence, it consists in rotating the cube by 90° on an axis parallel to the play surface, indifferently clockwise or anticlockwise, and then back to the initial orientation. Action 2 consists in a shake gesture, that is, the TUI has to be shaken vigorously to trigger the action. The robot will provide the hint by turning towards the player position (or better to say, pointing to the last tracked position of the TUI) and by speaking the color loud.

These sets of gestures belong to the group of so-called “pragmatic practical action in haptic direct manipulation” [15], [23], and are the most recurrent among tangible interactions applied in tabletop spatial AR. Nonetheless, each set is disjoint from the others owing to the very specific kind of action. It is worth noting that the defined implementation of color selection in Action 1 is, by design, non-homogeneous. In fact, while in the **Touch** and **Mid-air** variants performing Action 1 entails iterating over colors, in the **Place** variant Action 1 is based on a direct selection of the desired color without any iteration. To balance the intrinsic impairment associated with this choice, the ball speed is set as to allow that each player could change colors a minimum of five times through iteration. This one was considered a good compromise as, differently than the original **Pong**, **TangiPong** was designed more as a memory game than a dexterity and coordination game. Furthermore, the goal of this study is not to evaluate implications about dexterity and effectiveness of a given gestures set w.r.t. the others but, rather, to investigate the impact of such different gestures in the game experience and on the relation with the robot.

### B. Technologies

As stated in the early Section II, the robotic platform selected for the experiment was the Anki Cozmo (Fig. 1). The manufacturer provides an official SDK\(^3\) for programming it in Phyton. Cozmo is a non-holonomic robot sized 6 × 7 × 11cm at rest, including two moving parts (wheels excluded). A first moving part, which can be considered as the “head” of Cozmo, has one rotational degree of freedom (DOF), and can rotate by 20° downward and 45° upward. The head of Cozmo is completed by a “face” implemented through a 2 × 2cm LED matrix display, which shows a simplified anthropomorphic facial expression using eye-like animations (which can be selected from a pre-defined list using the SDK). Beneath the display, there is a 60° wide field of view 640 × 480 pixels RGB camera (although the image accessible through the SDK is limited to a 320 × 240 grayscale image). The second moving part is a front lifter (one positional DOF, likewise controllable through the SDK), which is designed to interact with the interactive cubes that are bundled with the robot and can be lifted by 5.5cm using this tool. The three cubes of 5cm edge, are equipped with 4 RGB LEDs arranged on the 4 edges of one face of the cube (the cube color can be changed through the SDK). The cubes are also equipped with a three DOF accelerometer, whose data are accessible through the SDK as well. The cubes can be distinguished by different markers that are used to track them relative to the robot using its front camera. Cozmo is also equipped with WiFi capabilities and a built-in speaker. The SDK is designed using an event-driven approach and is rich in features (for the sake of brevity, in this review only the subset of features that were actually used for the implementation were mentioned).

The complete high-level architecture of the spatial AR-based system exploited in this work is illustrated in Fig. 3. The setup, shown in Fig. 4, included Cozmo, two cubes, a RGB camera, a projector, an Android smartphone and a PC running Windows 10. The projector was mounted near the ceiling in order to project the image on the table from the top. To improve the quality of the projected image, the table was covered using a black cardboard of size 100 × 65cm, which is also the size of the play surface. In the immediate

\(^3\)Cozmo’s SDK: http://cozmosdk.anki.com/docs/index.html
The cubes and Cozmo communicate using a WiFi connection hosted by the smartphone. The SDK, in fact, requires a runtime in execution on an Android (or iOS) device, which has to be connected to the PC running the applications through USB cable. In this way, the smartphone acts as a communication interface between the PC and the robot with the TUI.

Fig. 4. Setup of the gaming system.

**III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

This section presents and discusses the results of a preliminary user study that was carried out by using the devised game to evaluate the influence of the different set of gestures on the user’s perception of the game experience and relation with the robot.

The population of the study included 20 volunteers (13 males and 7 females) aged between 20 and 29 y.o. ($\mu = 23.35, \sigma = 3.34$), selected among university students. Volunteers were randomly coupled, and each couple was requested to play all the three variants of the game; the order in which the three variants were played was randomized with the aim to reduce possible learning effects. When the variant was changed, the players were also requested to switch their positions. For each variant, a game was considered as valid if both players had performed at least one time both Action 1 and Action 2. No constraint was given about a minimum round to reach (or, in other words, a minimum length of the sequence of colors to remember), which was anyway quite high ($\mu = 6.3, \sigma = 1.4$).

Before the experience, all the players were asked to respond to a pre-test questionnaire designed to investigate their previous knowledge and expertise with technologies related to those used in the game. According to information collected, volunteers were particularly used to play video-games; in particular, 63.2% of them said to play video-games regularly (every day, once a month or once a week), whereas 26.3% just a few times. Concerning the use of toy robots, 84.2% of volunteers said have never used these technologies and 63.2% never used other kinds of service robots. Natural interfaces, e.g., for hand and body gesture-based control were more familiar, with 52.6% of the volunteers who had used them few times, 15.8% once a month or once a week and 5.3% every day, whereas 26.3% never used such interfaces.

After the experience, players were asked to respond to a post-test questionnaire by expressing their agreement with...
The general finding of the study is that the three gestures sets did not have a significantly different impact on the game experience and on robot perception. Concerning the tangible interaction, users found a significant difference in the easiness of confusing Action 1 and Action 2 in the Tap variant compared other two variants (\( Tap = 1.55 \), Place = 0.7, Mid-air = 0.9). While still fairly acceptable, this fact implies that, in case of multiple actions, tapping should be discarded in favor of other sets of gestures, or that coherency within the set should be sacrificed in favor of naturalness (e.g., substituting double-tap with turning). Also, there is a significant difference in the Place variant w.r.t. the other two variant about whether it was easy to perform Action 2 (\( Place = 3.85 \), Tap = 3.1, Mid-air = 2.85). It is worth noting that in both cases the concordance among user was scarce (\( P < 0.5 \) for each pair).

The SUS score is very high in all the three variants (\( Place = 84.1 \), Tap = 81.4, Mid-air = 78.8), and there is no significant difference among them, thus possible preference for one of the variants analyzed in a dedicated section of the questionnaire should not be attributed to a gap in the usability or in the implementation quality.

There was very high concordance (\( P > 0.8 \)) among players about the fact that they were able to hit the ball as they expected (\( \mu = 3.8 \)), about the central role of the robot in the game (\( \mu = 2.9 \)), and about the perception of the robot as a lifelike being (\( \mu = 2.55 \)), and about its personality (\( \mu = 2.8 \)).

Furthermore, users found that the suggestion given by the robot was pretty clear in all the variants, as well as that is was perceptible during the game (\( \mu = 2.9 \), Place = 2.7, Mid-air = 2.6). This suggests that users perceived the game as more engaging and immersive when compared to the Mid-air variant (\( P < 0.05 \)).

In conclusion, the study shows that the use of tangible gestures can enhance the usability and perceived quality of a robot-mediated gaming system, provided that the gestures are well integrated and that users are able to interact intuitively with the robot. The findings also suggest that further research is needed to explore the effects of different gestures sets and to identify the most effective configurations for different types of games and users.
a more direct physical interaction with it (e.g. “by giving it high five for the winning feedback”).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, it was presented a study designed to investigate the influence that a diverse set of gestures entangled to an invariant TUI can have on the user’s perception of the game experience and on relation with a robot. A new MR-based PRG leveraging tabletop projection was designed and implemented for that specific purpose, by involving the use of TUIs.

From a preliminary user study conducted on three variants of the game, it emerged that there is no significant difference in using one gesture set compared to the others, and that the selection of one set does not impact significantly on the game experience and on the perceived role of the robot. From the TUI action per se, it emerged that the usage of interaction involving tap should be considered as less natural when multiple actions are required (e.g. tap, double-tap) w.r.t. other sets of gestures.

Future work will be focused on extending the experimental evaluation to a larger number of subjects, as well as on expanding the number of variants to compare. In addition, taking also into account collected feedback, it will be considered to implement more direct mechanics for interacting with the robot, and to give also haptic feedback when the TUIs interacts with virtual elements.
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